
CASE STUDY

COST,  LABOR & RISK ANALYSIS

FreshFry Pods

Senior Living Community
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BACKGROUND
FreshFry partnered with a national senior living facility network (Operator) to help them
reduce consumption of frying oil by decreasing the need to change their fryer by at least one
change per week. FreshFry Pods extend oil life, thereby reducing the number of oil changes
needed throughout the week.

FreshFry also conducted a labor and risk analysis for the Operator based on their current
standard operating practices. Standard practice includes large frying oil drum movement,
which can lead to minor slip and strain injuries, and hot oil transfers, indicating likely severe
burn and slip injuries for workers assigned to these oil changing duties.

This cost, labor, and risk analysis was conducted over a two-week trial period.

TRIAL  RESULTS

Oil changes reduced by 67% per week
Oil consumption reduced by 73% per week

Summary

Inventory change
Reduction from 172 pounds per week to 45.6 pounds (6 gallons).

Oil Changes
Daily use of Pods extended oil life and as a result, reduced the number of oil changes at the
trial location from 3 per week to 1 per week.

 

Pictured:
Tapped drum inventory change left 
(close-up on right)
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COST ANALYSIS

$3,707 per location
$467,048 for all Operator locations 

Estimated Annual Net Savings (including cost of Pods)

LABOR ANALYSIS

Number of fryers: 1
Fryer capacity: 40 pounds of oil
Oil usage per week: 172-230 pounds per week

Profile

Weekly oil costs: $163.88-$218.50
Cost per oil change: $41.64

Cost Breakdown

Number of fryers: 1
Number of changes per week: 3

Profile

Time per change: 30 minutes
Drum moving: 6 minutes
Rinsing fryer/replacing oil/cleaning parts: 24 minutes

Total time per week changing oil: 90 minutes

Labor Breakdown

52 hours per location
6,448 hours for all Operator locations

Estimated Annual Time Saved While Using Pods
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RISK ANALYSIS

WORKER FEEDBACK
"I definitely noticed a better longevity of the oil using the pods overnight. We cut our
oil changes from what would have probably been 4-5 changes over the past 14 days
to just 2 changes without jeopardizing the quality of food being cooked in the oil.”

Kristopher F., Director of Food Service

4 drum movements
Risk level: minor injury possible (slip/strain)

8 hot oil transfers
Risk level: severe injury likely (burn/slip)

Total risk-related actions per week: 36

Risk Breakdown (actions)

Number of fryers: 1
Number of oil changes per week: 3

Profile

67% reduction in risk-related actions
67% reduction in potential workers comp claims* 

average burn claim $42,000
estimated annual risk reduction: $550,368

Estimated Risk Reduction While Using Pods

*assumes a 99.9% accident-free environment
Risk claims are not 3rd party validated and are an estimation built from real-world data.

ABOUT FRESHFRY
The FreshFry Pod is a safe and easy way to replenish and extend your frying oil life. The Pod
works overnight by capturing and removing the impurities that make your oil look dark,
smoke, and taste bitter, resulting in quality oil life extension and great tasting food. FreshFry
Pods require no additional equipment and can be completed in less than 30 seconds a fryer.

Learn more and request a sample! Contact Theresa Lang: theresa.lang@freshfry-sales.me

mailto:theresa.lang@freshfry-sales.me

